In this summary, we propose SO1 waveguidesoupled microring resonator mcdulatom and tunable filters wing MOS capacitors. The principle is that the lightwave circulating in the microring resonator and spatially overlaps with the MOS gate-axide region can experience a phase shifl due to the h x a n i e r dispersion effect [2, 3] are detailed in the figure captioa We adopted conventional laterally waveguide-coupled microring resonator adddrop filter confisuration. For our initial device simulations, the entire input and output-coupled waveguides and the microring have the same MOS smchm. The MOS " e is compnsed of a 12-nm tllin gate oxide [I] sandwiched between the upper n-type poiysilicon layer and the ptype mi3) silicon layer. In order to make ohmic contact to the a l u " contact, the polysilicon and the silicon slab have a surface doping conmfmtion of lOI9
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The entire device is oxide clad (not shown in Fig. 1 (a) ).
In order to study the DC and the transient behavior of the device, we employed a commercially available twedimmional (2-D) device simulator MEDICI. The Suitability of using MEDICI in analyzing electmaptic effects in SO1 waveguide-based devices has been verified [5] . From the calculated electron and hole concentmtion dues, the !ke-canier induced vaiation in real r e M v e index An and in absorption coefficient Aa at a wavelength of 1.55 p can be obtained [3] . For OUT initial calculations, we assumed the polysilicon and the singlecrystal silicon have the same f r e e d e r dispersion and absorption effeck 
, , ~, , I
2. In summaq, we report for the first time to ow howledge, a numerid study of an injection-type active microring resonato~ device using MOS capacitors. Our initial simulations reveal that the capacitor-induced iiwxanier dispersion effect can tune the resonance wavelength ova a subnanometer speciral range with a GHz bandwidth by using about 10 V biasing. Furtber design parameter optimization and device fabrication on thin-film SO1 substrates using standard CMOS processes are in progress.
